
it was established in 1999 as a limited liability company. It's one of the first manufacturers 

of snack foods companies and considered as a pioneer in this area in the world. The 

industry expanded and finally included the production of sweets and potato chips. 

Egypt Foods is using the best materials and highest quality in the market. Also, the flavors 

used are imported from the best resources. The company has active and effective efforts 

in the field of market research and product development to keep up with the market and 

satisfy the growing market base

ABOUT THE COMPANY 

SAP Financial Accounting (FI)

SAP Cost Controlling (CO)

SAP Sales and Distribution (SD)

SAP Materials and equipment 

Management (MM)

SAP Production Planning and control (PP)

Customized Joint Venture account (JV) 

INDUSTRY 

LOCATION 

SAP SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Objectives: 

Challenges:  

Complexity of processes .  

Inability to track visibility into inventory levels, sales

performance and parts availability  

Support business growth

Maintain optimal inventory levels

 Streamline processes and unify IT environments

 Provide smoother operations on the sales process 

Food & Beverages 

Egypt 

PHASE 1: 

PHASE 2:  

SAP Quality Management (QM) 

SAP Plant Maintenance (PM)  



After an intensive research done on the available SAP partners in 

the market, the management has met with different implementation 

partners to compare, analyze and decide which partner they will 

implement the SAP ERP system with, Egypt foods management 

team they chose Jupiter2000 software solutions due to their 

position in the software solutions market, expertise and knowledge. 

Jupiter2000 consultants team studied Egypt foods current business 

process and understood the required changes needed for 

implementation. The implementation of the solution took a year to 

go live. 

Egypt foods are able to manage the complexity of their business 

specially their sales process. They have around 180,000 

customer.

Jupiter2000 developed a promotional solution that covers 

promotion and rebate scenarios improving the production cycle

Jupiter2000 implemented a full cycle provided by SAP without 

getting any third party solution.

Implementations:  

Results: 

Eng. Mohamed Nabih 
IT Manager - EgyptFoods 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

The experience of Egypt Foods Group by applying 
ERP SAP software solution with the collaboration of 

Jupiter2000  is considered as a great experience 
which reflected positively on the company's sales, 
production stages and stores that gave decision 

makers real support enabling them to make the right 
decisions in a timely manner.

promotions solutions coverage

better communication Management 

More Profits 

Easy flow for the sales process 


